Modular storage space

terri tory

A new take on flexible rooms and
storage space. Sedus terri tory:
Are you bursting with ideas? Sedus terri tory
offers almost unlimited possibilities for turning
your ideas into reality. As multifunctional furniture,
terri tory offers storage space, creates zones and
provides privacy for workplaces.

This allows customised rooms to be created which,
thanks to their high degree of functionality and
attractive design, satisfy all demands in terms
of contemporary room layout and productive
well-being.
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OPEN / COMMUNICATIVE

Always ready for the next step.
With terri tory, the name says it all: Regardless of
whether entire office landscapes are required or
individual workplaces are to be separated, with
its modular design, simple planning and high
degree of flexibility, terri tory offers unlimited
possibilities for room layouts and, at the same

time, provides the storage space you need.
Which means you can always plan ahead.
After all, with terri tory, you are able to react
to changing requirements at any time and
redesign or gradually extend your rooms.

90°

Quick and simple
assembly. Just turn
the Sedus key a quarter
turn (90°) and the box
and shelf are securely
connected thanks to a
specially developed
fitting element.

CLOSED / FOCUSED

Sedus Team workers.
terri tory is the perfect
complement to other
Sedus products, for
example, the temptation
four desk system. The
result: workplaces that
are convincing in terms
of aesthetics, atmosphere and functionality.
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Improved working or improved communication?
What about both!
Communication at the workplace is central to fruitful cooperation. Nevertheless, it must also be possible to work in a focused and undisturbed manner.
terri tory satisfies these demands in a unique way. The various modules
available as part of this comprehensive program are suitable for the most
diverse applications and thus enable optimal room division. Meaning that
concentration and communication can go hand in hand.

Simple assembly.
The adapter makes it
child’s play to attach
screens and other
accessories to the
functional rail.

Elegant. The discreet
handles blend
harmoniously with
the overall look.

Extra storage space.
The suspended drawer
provides a home for
lots of office essentials.

Simply practical. The
magnetic back panel for
everything you do not
want to lose sight of.
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The idea: Numerous functions.
The result: Favourite places.

Room divider, general storage space and meeting
place – terri tory comes into its own where other
systems fail. It successfully combines maximum
functionality, ambience and a sense of wellbeing. As storage space for personal or general

items, a focal point for spontaneous meetings
or as a place to retreat to and recharge one’s
batteries. All in all, the ideal conditions for
ensuring the optimal use of space.
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Excellent leadership style.
Attractive and focused: terri tory is also excellently
suited as solitary furniture and for expressing
your own style with the many design options.
High quality materials, real wood veneers, elegant

lines: terri tory leaves no doubt as to who bears
responsibility in the office – for high aesthetic
standards and good taste.

Visible claim to
leadership. The
international design
awards underline the
leader qualities.
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Sustainability down to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany”
have been key company principles at Sedus for
more than 50 years. Principles that Sedus terri
tory also embodies and which are reflected in
recycling-orientated product design, ecologically
tested materials, resource and energy-conscious
manufacturing and ongoing quality tests.

This is why, for example, in the manufacture of
the veneered terri tory fronts only selected woods
such as beech, ash and oak from sustainable
forestry are used. The jointless edge processing
of terri tory is also worth it – for the eye and for
the environment.

Around the world, Sedus
adheres to the principles
of the UN Global Compact
for human rights, labour
standards, the environment and anti-corruption.

Innovative laser
edging. Seamless
edge processing of
the highest quality
creates a durable,
attractive and
environmentally
friendly end product.

Native real wood
veneers. A fascinatingly beautiful and
environmentally
friendly base material
from sustainably
managed forests.

Company:

Future ex-works.
High quality materials
such as melamine make
terri tory particularly
durable even with multiple reconfigurations
– and thus particularly
sustainable.

Sedus terri tory:

ISO 50001
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

Further information is available at
www.sedus.com/se/en/philosophy/ecology
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A system with a system:
the terri tory online configurator.
terri tory is open to everything – especially to
your needs: with the online configurator you can
conveniently plan and design your space with a
few clicks. Get to know the possibilities of this
modular storage space programme and easily
adjust all elements to your needs. With the
flexibly selectable height of up to four levels,
the required level of screening to promote both
communication and concentration is always
achieved. Productive well-being from classically
elegant to modern and stylish. Try it out:

www.sedus.com/en/territory

Finishes
Variety is the key.
Pure white or graphite black,
with real wood veneer or
melamine finish – even with
the colour and material choice
terri tory leaves virtually
nothing to be desired.

Box carcass colours

Laminate finishes for functional shelves and fronts
A14 pure white

A14 pure white

K70 graphite black

K74 natural white
02 arctic white

Real wood veneer for functional shelves and fronts

K69 Acacia

E10 Ash white

203 Maple

E46 Ash light grey

103 Beech

H11 Maple natural

K72 Olive

E41 Ash natural

K66 Walnut

F31 Cherry natural

K65 Zebrano

C11 Oak natural

K71 Ebony

B26 Beech natural

K70 Graphite black

G11 Peartree natural

A16 dark grey

B21 Beech mid brown

232 white aluminium

D12 Walnut natural

K25 turquoise *

B23 Beech walnut varnish

K23 pale orange *

D11 Walnut dark

K26 green *

C17 Oak wenge varnish

K24 sand *

E45 Ash black

* only for fronts

Functional shelves

Unifying element. The shelves
are available in five different
widths from 800 mm to 2400
mm, can be easily linearly
linked together and instantly
connected with the boxes.

Depth 400 mm, width 800, 1200, 1600, 2000, 2400 mm

Boxes

Box as shelving element
400 / 800 × 400 × 400 mm

Box with filing frame
400 / 800 × 400 × 400 mm

Slim box as shelving element
400 / 800 × 188 × 400 mm

Box as folding element
400 / 800 × 400 × 400 mm

Box as element with 2 drawers
400 / 800 × 400 × 400 mm

Slim box as element with 1 drawer
400 / 800 × 188 × 400 mm

Accessories
Metal accessories

Attachments
Screen attachments 725 × 298 mm

Magnetic back panel
400 × 400 × 202 mm

R17 white

Suspended drawer
400 × 400 × 70 mm

Translucent
105 white

Translucent
124 bronze

Decorative attachment
725 × 324 mm

Geared to requirements.
The storage space boxes are
available in various sizes.
Depending on requirements,
they are available as a shelf,
with drawers, with hanging-file
frames or upward-opening
fold-up doors. With the 800 mm
wide boxes corner configurations can also be created.

Practical and functional.
With the extensive accessories,
terri tory offers ideal prerequisites
to foster a climate of productive
well-being.

Grass
122 kiwi

R24 sand

Inserts
Screen inserts 400 / 800 × 419 mm

Translucent
105 white

Decorative inserts 400 / 800 × 419 mm

Translucent
124 bronze

Grass
127 green

Tree
126 graphite black

Pearl
128 turquoise

Pearl
111 orange

Attractive and versatile. The
screen and decorative inserts
offer many possibilities for an
optimum interplay of communication and concentration.

Felt elements

Felt panel 400 × 400 mm

Seat cushion 400 × 400 mm

W23 may green

W24 mango

W26 stone

W27 black

W25 pastel turquoise
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